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I

History to 1830

1. To 1815
2. After 1815

1830 in Europe

1830 in U.S.

England leading — Reform 1832

Abolition Colonial Slavery 1833

U.S. held back by slavery faction after 1832

10 yrs 1835-45 slavery aggressive
1. In the South - Executive
2. In the South - Executive

2. Among the People, Pressure of Trade, Social Relations,

Abolitionism synonymous with Secession,

Mobs, Murder, D. Lovejoy 1837

3. So. Ca. excluding free colored citizens

4. Annexation of Texas, 1845 — by Presidential Canvas 1844
1840–chiefly history of emancipation of all classes, races, in civilised world, Western Europe & U.S.

1830 = turning point to some extent. Before 18" held back by cent. too whole tendency backward. To 1815 rep. fall French influence. of war place not to free instit. but to what became Holy Alliance.

In U.S. 1815 = end of war. U.S. could not rely on them—aliens, though the position to move forward, the cloud removed in 1815—treaty of Ghent = independence & union by rise of Mexican Question.

1815 not decisive date in U.S.; yet Mexican Compromise + serious change of future—good game more 7 years, but yet little resulted. In 1828 attitude of S. Carolina, the multiplication, formation of S. Conf. considered.

all since after 1815 = portents, other foundation of just not secure. Internal unity not actual; although vindicated had been yet in 1816.

1830 domain in France only by Holy Alliance shaken; revolution removed obstacle in way of two main progress arms in France alone. In U.S., debate in U.S. Senate but Webster, Hayne (Cathm).
4 am very not 24ten affigation.

[Aligned text]

1830 = memorable year. A flow of tide begins now. Can trace progress now.

England takes lead. England had been mainting cause of freedom. Run down hard cent. — the span of Europe — vs. the Holy Alliance. She emancipated middle classes in 1832—

Ohio in 1833 — vs. the most insubordinate obstinacy, vs. her own old prejudice.

U.S. not able to tell lead — held back the instigation of slavery — after 1832 had run up to any other cause.

To no section. N. W. S. But allows slavery to rail — argued in Virginia with others. Reasoning — after that no public sentiment body ever discern its abolition. Path that it’s prohibited in public & private.

Change is unrequited until after 1832.

When the issue entered a circus slavery. It was certain that before it could be reversed it would be 25 years or 26 years before.
Slavery aggressive since 1835.

took new ground.

1. At got hold on wealth. Jackson sent message to Congress calling attention to incendiary doc. = (hand added) Sk. / Jack = fav. slavery.

In case Sk. prof. addressed that petition vs Sl. laid in table. = summary of right of petition sub. by Const. U.S.

This 21" rule opposed by J. D. Adams. author. Fear that practice of petition for aupts. slavery = lead to mass in Congress vs Sl.

Ritual = abol of Sl in Dist. Columbia. number lives of U.S. to brook to come in Sl state rep. raised in U.S. 7 sl in Alabama not interfere with Sl in Sl holding states.

2. In people. Nature of trade. If South aband, then industry = harmed. no market for many. threat that would want trade then or all are ruined.

3. Social relations. Leaders of South small that = submiss class. Birth buddy, spirit, and spirit could not be found in North = nobler, higher. In North, North = still slaves - Cratic society. Rich Soil, cities, voluntiral & industrious
of people acknowledged. In college here
Southern claimed of us a homage in those
days. Strong pressure of private
men and others in public it would
result.

4. Felt that abol. = sin, or actin wil
sedition, nearly treason. Is massa
beheads 7 crin blood 7 so terrorist
abol. = must to the peoples, could
not resist abol. as long as abol
was able to write or speak, ii he
must be silenced. Free speech must
be silenced! Fundamental right of
freemen.

January 1937, in Dr. Martin
when finally pressed to defend
b. in Main, which in N.C. went with
staff of St. Louis. union. Of spoke
of old so ran called "abol-pain"
to leave vgs to attend. Urban
Nov. 7, he had bought 2
junk, + this when defending was shot,
+ a Christian minister not a
fanatic alone. And constant other
Samuel Hall in Boston for meeting
on that subject. Dr. Channing took
lead in rally gun of mass stood up
to defend mass. shows grip of SE
on nation.

Norton, rty Jun U.S. decrees that 2
incorrupt that from which now bring
S. Cotton ports could be improved.
Effl. objects.
Thus remained on his stately books.
example followed by Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana - part taken to modify manned by colored slaves! In Mass. action to tend effusions - fruitless! Sam't Had characteristics of Japan. Korea & Charleston, to find information, learned that he wished not be allowed to remain, & legislature affirmed right to exclude all foreign faiths, except Jews. & abolish chine - in 3 days old. 5 men or threats of war fought! taught only some how from it. They said, in direct violation of coast marshal of port are. areas to suppress g& take men gun fort.

In 1845, Texas settle? in 1821 by from U.S. grants for Mexican town - settlers of uncertain character in 1835 declared war vs Mex. In fact, "little war," more in Spain. "Self - independ of Texas. Texans settle resist by Mexican authorities. When U.S. in 1837 acknowledged them, independence made good. at same time forbid to land in Tex. or enter in ground of treaty with Mex. U.S. bound to refrain from any offensive or war incitement. 1843 again breached.

In 1824, S. chol. in all Mex. As S. in Texas. Free state, & altho S. introduce in treaty yet
fundamental law yet remained. 5th of April, much could easily make this way there. 3d in February.

Engl prepared to return here. 4th
have no colonists holding.

Treaty with Sec. Rep. Calhoun -
see later. Rejected by Senate & 2
time vs. Annexation of Texas.
Campaign in 1844 (right)
in spring 1844.

Poll for Annexation
Democratic, won election, by blackmailing by rich candidate. Tyler anticipate Polls admin & was passed by both houses - turn of 1845 - 1846 & 5. 8th of U.S.

REMARKABLE FEATURES: 1. That made
prosperous question of war. Foreign
2. 3rd time that made by
joint resolution by both houses recently by Texas - Texas line had failed in 1844. side of Anglo's king,
by first result only one likely to
prevail. Should vetoes slavery
had become again. A. all
had freed. 4th to twenty made U.S. not
the one to set example to other
nation in line of freedom. all
example of the world on other side
may, all unfit for it now - open
as a nation in background.

But it was impossible that new people
should be content with foreign
Lect II

Corn Laws - why? why not?
1832 Reform Bill leading,
1836 Anti-Corn Law Association,
1838... Manchester

Cobden's amendment to Manchester Petition
1839 Meetings - Publications - Pop. Education
1842 Poor Rating Scale ½ qr at 73

20/- " 50/- agitation extended - the line broken

Registration 40/- franchise

1846 Repeal - Janius proposed

May 19th by Commons.
June 5th in Lords
Lect III

Louis Philippe 1830-1848

France

Unsettled

The Orleans Dynasty

Napoleon

1840.

Duc d’Orléans

+1842.

Marcelin

+1847.

Divided

Home Policy

Social

Education 1833

Savings Banks 1835

Consuls de Bon’Hommes

Political

Laws of Sept. 1835

Electors 220 vot. = 1846

200 fr. tax

Guizot’s Ministry

Oct. 1840.

Foreign Policy

Portugal 1831

Belgium 1831

Ancona 1832

2nd San Domingo Treaty sham 1834

Eastern Desert 1836. Paris fortified

Rise of March 1841

Cracow 1846.

Spanish Marriages 1846.

Sore

Treaties 1815

England

1847

The first nation

Paris

Reform Banquet

1848 Louis Speech under pressure

5th Frequentive Mediation
1846. Río Nuego. Amnesty + Reform
1847. Tuscany, Modena, Piedmont follow
1848. Sicily, Naples
    Constitution

1847. United Duke of & Russian Bureau

1848. Feb 26. Banquet XIII. Armistice to Paris

21. Procession
22. Rappé, Imbert, Barbacas
23. Guigot, Miot, Moncrieff, Foces, Conflicts.
24. Bazan and others called
    Thiers demands retreat of Bazan
    Thiers & Barras: Proclamation
    Chamber dissolves

Invasion near the Tuileries

Krig abdicates flees,

Bouée d’Orleans & Étienne Chamber

Government provisional

Republic proclaimed

Dinner before & after

Inscriptions. March to June.

Cardinaux chef du Pmovre
Lect V

Feb 1848 to Aug. 1849.

Three Revolutions threatened:
Belgium, Holland, England
Attempts:
(1) Germany (2) Hungary (3) Italy

1848 Mar. Risings Vienna, Berlin - other States
May Parliament till June 1849. Liberty of Press
June View of Empire
49 Mar. 11th. Russia & France

1848 Mar. Hungarian Ministry - Batthyanyi Replaced
July, "National Assembly",
Lustre of Races - Croats (Slavonians)
Sept. 1st. Cossacks into Hungary. Comm. -
- National Defense.
49 Apr. Hungarian Sect. of Independent Russian Invasions
Aug. Discount.

1848. Mar. Insurrection Milan - Radetzky retreats
- War of Independence
July, Custozza
49. Mar. Isporda
July Rome surrenders
Aug. Vienna surrenders
I. Mythical Period; Dodona (Zeus), Delphi, Troy,
Saronian Conquest briefly
Lycurgus (828). This laws
744
1st Messenian War, Aristomenes
685-68 2" " " Aristomenes
Athens - Cynos, Thebes, Corin, Archestrates 129 poor.
612 Conspiracy of Cylon; Solon
594 This laws;
560. deposition of Aristodorus;
514. Conspiracy of Harmodius and Aristogeiton;
510 Cleisthenes and the new institutions.

II. Period of Persian Wars and Athenian
Supremacy; Persian Hist; Croesus, Cyrus,
Cambyses, Darics.
Histiaeus, Santus burnt
500-404 (499). Expedition of Mardon
499
492
490
Donius 49 (492). " " Satins
& Antiphonus (490. Marathon's
Character of Miltiades, " Life;
Character of Themistocles, " Life;
485  Xerxes.
485  Invasion prepared.
480  Sets out.

Thermopylae
Aetopismus
Salamis
Plataea, Mycale

479
478  Pantanias. Confederacy of Sellos
476  Eurydamus. (461 Pericles)

life of character,

445  Thirty Years Truce
Origen & cause of Pelop. War. 680
435  Corena, Corinth. A Congress in

432  Sparta. Invasion. Phlegue
Cap. Platea. Phleug & Socrates
Thrace. (414 Sparta for allies)

421  Suren. Peace. Nicias,
satisfaction. Alcibiades life
Character. Martina 418

415  Sicilian Defait. Mutations
of Nicias. Siege of Syracuse
Survive. Of Nicias 6 Dem.
Edmund
Secular. 1. (Levid)
7 (of 80, apply Pleace in affstd)

Edgar. 1. (of 119 p. Smith) Life in incld
t (light on matter of 50c)
3
4
5
6
7

II Secular
2. (equity - must have been with
of chan. in sonne shafe. Must
have lien my sh ze west)
5. (before my acc. zord)
6. (before my acc. zord)
7.

Echidna.
1. (14)
2. (somr k
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

III. 1. (diff. leg. formes) no township assau
3
4
5
6
12
13 (1st assau to Shres Count)
14 (Assumption)
Althelstan

IV. 1, 2, 3 (Note: bit withs (buds & strigils)
I. (text: "jury of freemen" - within the
jury of 

3, 4, 10 (case
4 (of 212875 in

V. (text: "land = terra testatoris),
cap. latter = capital of sa.

4 (diff're as to one cau'd in cahk
making vendor - how is it?

II

II

IV

.3, 4.

VI (text: on general com. of sub. & subject,
who are judged for their items

Althelstan again

Pream.

I. 2, 3. 4, 5.

H (const. pes)

HAD (whole)

H (whole)

H (last lines only)